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Default Order

Patrick Development Corporation #6279

Patrick Development Corporation wishes to Appeal the Default Order fort the 
REASONS previously stated due to Reasons of Health and an Error in the U3C 
Computer Program as outlined in a copy of this Email to Cherry Boyer:

“ I don’t mean to be contentious but I sent it in as N-3 mistakenly with all of the 
correct information for PDC #3 and KOLAR as it had when the program changed 
and I made dozens of mistakes did kick back to me a N-3 as being a mistake.

So I resubmitted it as N-3, KOLAR never mentioned that N-3 
should have been written as PDC -#3, it took N-3 as being 
correct so along with all of the other U3C Reports after so many 
rejections due to filing mistakes, it should have been kicked 
back to me and I would have written the correct title as PDC #3 
instead of N-3.

All of the information for N-3 is correct as it applies to PDC-#3, 
so since KOLAR did not kick back it to me as it did all of the 
other mistakes that I had made, KOLAR told me that it had been 
submitted correctly.

The only disagreement is that it should have been called PDC-#3 
instead of N-3.  
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If the Title was incorrect then why didn’t KOLAR kick it back 
to me as a MISTAKE.

It seems that the KCC is being hyper-technical here and it 
should bear part of the mistake along with me and if you talk 
with Lauren Wright of Legal with my serious health problems 
this year that no fine should be assessed.

I would have protested this in a Filing and at the Phone Call but 
due to my Health Problems which I have attested to Ms. Wright 
in another filing, I simply forgot.

I would appreciate you discussing this matter with Ms. Wright in 
the Legal Department since blame resides on both sides of this 
“incorrect filing"

Cannot some sort of grace be shown since the Mistake was due 
to KOLAR and myself ???

Thanks & Sincerely,

Kerry Patrick
Patrick Development Corporation
License #6279


